
Blossoming
Together

Helping mothers and their teen girls 

deal with stress, take care of their wellbeing

 and build confidence to follow their dreams.
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Pruning

BUT SHE IS A TEENAGER, WHAT SHALL I DO?

We are great mothers indeed and we need to remind ourselves to be

patient with ourselves and show ourselves kindness and compassion.

And our teens need that patience, kindness and compassion too. Why?

So what is actually happening in a teenage brain?

I will not bore you with detailed biology or neurology. I’m not a

scientist anyway. But learning at least the basics helped me feel more

empathy with both the teens and with their parents. We parents often

want our children to behave like us, like adults. But the truth is that

until the age of about twenty-five, the human brain is not ready to

behave like an adult.

During teen years there are two basic processes happening in the

brain. You may say it’s kind of a “remodeling” or “redesigning”

process:

1.

Around the age of eleven, the brain is getting rid of neurons and

neural connections that are not used anymore. In small children the

brain creates many new neural connections - children have so many

new experiences and learn so much information every day. When we

hit our teenage years, we don’t need all the information anymore, so

the brain gets rid of some of it. 
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Myelination1.

Myelin is like a cover that is wrapped around the membranes

connecting the remaining neurons. Its function is to strengthen the

neural activity. 

Both processes are very important and play a crucial role in

integration of all parts of our brain. This integration then gives a base

to the development of intuition, abstract thinking, ability to read the

signals from the body, ability to predict the consequences of our

behaviour and ability to feel for others - empathy. This integration

takes many years. The whole brain is fully integrated around the age of

twenty-five. Until then it’s quite normal that a teenager cannot

regulate her emotions, or that she doesn’t predict the consequences

of her behaviour. Teens also act based on excitement and impulses,

thanks to high production of the hormone dopamine. It may seem like

they only care about themselves and nobody else around them.It’s

important to mention that even teens themselves feel insecure and

confused. They are aware that they don’t have their brain and life

under control. They know that they cannot regulate their emotions

and impulses. And so they themselves often feel anxious about what’s

happening to them. They think they are getting crazy. So if adults joke

or assault them with expressions like: “You are crazy!” or “You are

not normal!” or “You're an idiot”, the teens kind of get confirmation

from adults that they are not OK.



So I’m not trying to say that you should condemn dangerous or

inappropriate behavior. In the book I give suggestions on how to deal

with all the impulses and try to shine some light on the reasons teens

act the way they do, in order to encourage patience, understanding

and kindness not only towards your teens, but also towards yourself.

It’s normal to lose your patience and calm. You are a human being and

I know you are doing your best. Blaming or criticising yourself will not

help anyone. Acknowledge that it’s hard to be a parent of a teenager.

Invest into your own self-care. Surround yourself with supportive,

non-judgmental  people. 

If you don’t have a supportive community, join our private Facebook

group that connects readers of this book and awesome mothers like

you who care for their children and each other.

If you want to learn more about the teenage brain I recommend the

book “Brainstorm” by Daniel Siegel.
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/3827681887304370/
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Jana's storyMy story

Do children of a mindfulness teacher excel at practicing mindfulness and stress

management? 

I always get very excited when I discover something exciting or fascinating.

When I studied physiotherapeutic movement I was obsessed with observing

people’s backs, posture, and walking patterns. And of course my family were the

main victims of my fascination with postural functionality. 

When I introduced daily mindfulness practice into my life, I was fascinated by

how it changed my life. And then I was trained as a mindfulness teacher for

teens and children and read all the research about teen mental health and how

mindfulness supports it. I would open my powerpoint presentation in the living

room and sit my two preteen kids on the couch to lecture about mindfulness

and teach them meditation.

 

Can you guess how it was received? 

My son - who was at that time seven or eight - still believed that mom knew

almost everything. So he did try. My daughter, who had hit pre-puberty at the

age of eleven, mostly rolled her eyes.“Mom and her meditation!” How did it

make me feel? Angry and frustrated. Yes, that’s right! Mindfulness teachers get

angry and frustrated. The older my kids got, the more they resisted my efforts

to teach them meditation, which led to more anger and more frustration for me!

Well, thanks to my daily practice I was able to befriend all my emotions. And I

soon understood that I cannot force anything on anyone. Especially when

teenage kids start naturally doubting their parents. Suddenly parents are not

very smart but are embarrassing. That’s normal! 

So I just worked on my own well-being, my own mindfulness and yoga practice,

my own stress-management, my own grounding. Allowing my kids to be

teenagers. I worked on not taking their comments personally. Because they

mostly were not personal. 

And suddenly, my teen kids started asking me to teach them meditation and help

them with stress-management. How did that happen?



Jana's storyMy story

I have two answers - scientific and personal:

 Scientific: Children (and adults) mirror our behaviour. We have mirror neurons

in our brain. These neurons help us all feel empathy for what other people are

feeling and also help small children learn through copying the behaviour of

people around them. When I’m calm and grounded, my inner state will reflect

on my environment, on people around me. And humans (especially children)

learn by modelling. As my kids see me practice yoga or meditation every day,

they consider it “normal”.  And they see it helps their mom be calm (not all the

time of course).

Personal: I find it hard to be my children’s teacher, whether it’s   math or

meditation. I’m really happy if they ask me to talk about meditation and give

them tips. But giving tips is different from delivering a curriculum to your own

kids. Does this sound familiar? So I personally prefer to be a parent rather than

their teacher and deliver love, support, tips and inspiration.



Part 1: Emotions of stress

So how do you know that you are stressed? What emotions arise when you are

stressed? Try to name a few. Most people and experts agree that these are the

most common emotions associated with stress:

2. EMOTIONS ASSOCIATED

WITH STRESS

30

Fear

Feeling overwhelmed

Anger

Anxiety

And these emotions might vary in  intensity and duration.

Part 2: Emotions in the body

As we explained in the first part of this module, our stress physiologically affects

our physical body. So emotions are connected with physical sensations. What do

you feel in your body when you are scared? Maybe you feel butterflies in your

stomach or   tightness in your chest. What do you feel when you are angry?

Maybe you feel heat in your head or tension in your shoulders?

Emotions are a natural part of being human. Feeling means that we ARE

HUMAN. We are not able to choose only certain emotions. We cannot choose

to only feel happiness, joy or creativity and shut down feelings of sadness, fear

or anger. By acknowledging this, we can learn to invite all feelings and to see

them as information. Emotions and their manifestation as body sensations can

inform us about our actual state of being. When we know how we feel, we can

choose our actions. If we feel tightness in the chest associated with anxiety, we

know we are stressed. So we probably need to take a deep breath or remove

ourselves from a stressful situation like a conflict (if possible). If we feel warmth

in the chest and a smile on our face, we might recognise love. So we can choose

to really savor that moment fully.
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Make stress your friend sheet

- journaling

Think of two examples where stress is your friend.

Think of two examples where unmanaged stress is not

helpful.

2.

1.

1.

2.

Try this activity: print out the Make stress your
friend sheet or write in your journal.


